Moraine crest
or slope?
An analysis of the
eﬀects of boulder
position on
cosmogenic
exposure age
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Fig. 2. Be ages vs. R values
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Current criteria for boulder selection have good qualitative reasoning,
but have not been tested quantitatively. These include, and are o�en
prioritised, as follows:
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Fig. 1. Typical sampling approach
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Question 2: Are landform ages valid?
Moraine deposition
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Answer: Probably, we use a novel
approach to account for dataset skew (see
EP31D-2325)
Landform ages are stratigraphically correct,
10
are consistent with Be ages and match
proximal catchments

Age (ka)

Models of moraine evolution predict the greatest erosion at moraine
crests6,7,8,9
However, these areas are preferentially sampled for TCN due to
perceived stability1

Moraine crests: priority targets or "no-go" areas
for TCN sample selection?

Question 3: Are exhumed boulders more common on moraine crests or moraine slopes?

Selected five moraines of varying age and geomorphology (lateral,
terminal, latero-frontal)

Answer: Neither! The proportion of "good" and
"bad" boulders is similar (although not identical)
between moraine groups (C, IS, OS) for individual
landforms (Fig. 4)
Importantly, there is no consistent pattern
between moraines, and for some the spatial
distribution of "good" boulders is eﬀectively
random (Global Moran’s I, p > 0.05)

E Conclusions

Fig. 4. Age distribution by landform and group
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Combined published and new Be TCN ages (n = 17) with rock surface
weathering estimates (R values) generated using the Schmidt Hammer
from boulders on moraine crests (C) and inner (IS) and outer slopes
(IS). In total, 635 boulders were sampled (19,050 R, Fig. 1)
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Key: Crest (C), Inner slope (IS), Outer slope (OS), % good boulders

Some moraines stabilised rapidly (Outer Pleta
Naua) while others have long exhumation histories
(Aranser, Gave de Pau)

Typical moraine crest boulder

Moraine crest
boulders

Samples from new sites (n = 12)

R2 = 0.96, p < 0.01, n = 52
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Original calibration data (n = 52)10

Fig. 3. Example of P-CAAT landform age analysis
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Answer: Yes, there is a strong correlation between recalibated
10
Be ages and surface R values, based on a large calibration
10
dataset (n = 52)
New samples from the studied moraines (n = 12, orange circles)
closely match the calibration dataset

Methods which minimise the probability of selecting a "bad" boulder
have the potential to significantly improve the robustness of TCN
datasets
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Question 1: Are calibrated relative exposure ages valid?

Moraine erosion can bias results of terrestrial cosmogenic nuclide
(TCN) dating
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R values correlate strongly with Be ages for granitic rocks (R = 0.96, p
< 0.01, n = 52)10 and are used here as a proxy for exposure age (Fig. 2)
Calculated landform ages using P-CAAT (EP31D-2325, Fig. 3) and
assessed the spatial distribution of "good" (within 2σ of landform age)
and "bad" boulders (outside 2σ) using global and local Moran's I

Pick the landform, not the
boulder
Prioritise landforms that
stabilised rapidly a�er
deglaciation

Consider moraine sedimentology
Matrix-poor, boulder-rich moraines
(e.g. OPN) may stabilise rapidly4,11
while matrix-rich moraines (e.g.
Aranser) may erode through time 12
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